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GUARDING THE WITNESSÂ When Cassie McBride discovers a dead body in a rental cabin, she

quickly becomes the killer's next target. Now the upbeat, chatty property manager is under the

personal protection of police chief Nate Walsh&#151;the living embodiment of the strong, silent

type. Nate's tragic past has taught him that a cop falling for a pretty witness can lead to disaster.

Dogged at every turn by the murderer, Nate must stay focused and not let his growing feelings for

Cassie interfere with his duty. If there's any hope for Cassie&#151;or a future for them&#151;it's

going to take all Nate's skill to not only keep her safe&#133;but to keep her alive.
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The story pulled me easily into the drama and danger, and the once spiked interest didn't whither

away through the tale. The non-stop action, hair-raising moments, fear, and attacks keep the story

moving at� a high speed, Nate and Cassie providing many smiles as they fumble with their attraction

to each other, and try to stay alive.Cassie with her motor-mouth was hilarious, she just made me

smile with her attitude towards life, and her honest disposition. Nate was smitten, he had to make an



effort in a middle of a murder investigation to keep his eyes and thoughts off Cassie, yes, those two

were adorably delightful with each other.The murder mystery spilled into an involved investigation of

multiple dangerous crimes. And there were times I wanted to scream advice and direction to the

characters when their actions baffled me, just proving the point that I was right there, with the story,

involved and entangled in the mystery.Cassie and Nate were more than just adorably clumsy with

their affections towards each other. During the dangerous times, as they were leaning on each other

for safety, support, and encouragement, they learned to open their minds, share their memories and

dreams, and took the leap of faith trusting in each other with their vulnerabilities. Cassie inspired

Nate to trust in God and His guidance, Nate taught Cassie how to speak her truth to her family. I

really enjoyed those two together, so perfect for each other in every possible way.Mix fast, intense,

morbid action with delightfully engaging romance, and you get a story that is hard to put down, a

tale that you want to inhale to know what is going to happen, yet savor so you get to enjoy it as long

as possible, fascinating stuff!~ Four Spoons with a teaspoon on the side

So throughout this book I was continuously drawn to Nate because he was such a good protective

hero to Cassie. But I was also continuously annoyed by their character flaw. I got really tired of both

of their attitudes but thankfully they both worked on those throughout the book even if they didn't

totally overcome them.I was hoping for a little bit more emphasis on their spiritual life but was

pleased by how important honesty was throughout the book.The pace of this book was excellent. It

was steady throughout and didn't flag or speed up at the end. And the ending was one of the better

endings I've read in a LIS book in awhile!I received a copy of this book through NetGalley in

exchange for my honest review.

If your looking for a clean romance with loads of mystery and suspense, this book is for you. Cassie

managed to come a cross a body and the murderer and now the near future is uncertain. She had

plans of going and traveling the world but now its lucky if she manage survive the next couple of

days.I liked this this book there was plenty going on to keep me interesting. I loved how well

developed this book was. I loved that within each mystery unveiled there was plenty more to keep

the readers on their toes. I liked that Cassie after her past she wanted to be independent she

refused to rely on others. After a past like hers its understandable. I liked the characters and overall

this book was pretty good I liked it.

Witness Pursuit is part of the Echo Mountain series. It's a fast paced, who's the bad guy, will the



good guys get away or figure it out in time.I really liked Cassie. Oh my, what a fun character. From

her non-stop chatter to her perfectly opposite personality to her love interested, she had a smile on

my face most of the time. I loved her finding herself and gaining new strength.Nate isn't quite in the

endearing category, but good to the core but not complete category. I love his interactions with

Cassie. I also loved his sister. If you are wanting a night of suspense and a tiny bit of romance, this

is for you.Content: mild violence, religious referencesSource: Netgalley

Decent read, but I admit that the ending was a little disappointing. Literally...like the last three

pages. It was like the ending just fell flat...without a nice makeup kiss. ðŸ˜•
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